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ABSTRACT

A new fast adaptive recursive least squares filter structure is presented for identifica

tion of time-varying complex-valued pole-zero (ARivIA) systems. The orders of the pole

(AR) estimation and zero (rvlA) estimation filters may be chosen independently to match any

a priori knowledge of signal environment. This new structure is applicable to situations

such as radar, sonar, channel equalization and echo cancellation in which passband data is

downshifted to baseband, producing the familiar complex-valued signal. The derivation is

explained in detail to illustrate the geometrical principles involved.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The techniques of fast recursive least squares (RLS) filtering have recently received a

great deal of investigation due to their rapid convergence rates and the variety of applica

tions to which these techniques may be applied. The two generic structures for these fast

RLS filters are lattice and transversal and each form is very useful depending upon the par

ticular application. Since this paper addresses a transversal-type RLS filter the reader is

referred to the works by Lee, et al. [1], Turner [2], and Friedlander [3] for more information

on fast lattice RLS filters.

Fast RLS transversal filters may be derived from either a matrix algebraic approach,

such as those by Falconer and Ljung [4] and Carayannis, et al. [5], or by using vector space

concepts. The vector space approach has been used by several researchers [6,7] and leads to

filters with a minimum complexity, while at the same time retaining an intuitive geometrical

understanding of the RLS operations. Cioffi (8] and Cioffi and Kailath [6] used such a vee-

tor space approach to derive all-zero fast transversal filters which have come to be collec-

tively known as FTF (Fast Transversal Filter) methods.

Many of the applications of FTF-type methods have thus far been for the case of all zero

prediction or FIR (finite impulse response) prediction. In this method the values of a "data"

signals (n) are used to predict the values of a "desired" signal r (n). For the system identifi

cation problem this corresponds to figure l(a), in which s(n) is the system input, r(ll) is the

system output, and the prediction ';(11) is given by the FIR filter output

q -1

P(11) == :L bk (1l )s (11 - k) (1.1)
k=O

For adaptive identification some property of the prediction error e(n ) in figure 1 is used for

time-varying adjustment of the bk (n ). This type of predictor can be quite accurate for sys-

tems producing outputs generated by a difference equation of the form
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q' -1
r(ll) == 2: J3k S(l1 - k ) (1.2)

k=O

where the 13k are the true system parameters and q ' is the true system order. Accuracy in

this case means that as the power of the e (11) signal is minimized the bk (n ) closely approach

the true J3k. If the order q of the predictor can be made greater than the true system order

q' then the accuracy of the predictor (1.1) is usually sufficient. For further information on

systems identification procedures the interested reader is referred to [9,10].

However, many systems identification problems involve trying to identify systems or

processes which have a pole-zero structure; that is, the true system output is generated by

the difference equation

r(/I) = qi1
I3ks(n -k) + ~ ak r (ll - k ) (1.3)

k=O k=l

where the CXk are the true system "pole" coefficients and p ' is the true system zero order. It

is straightforward [17] to show that one structure for icientifying such a system has two FIR

filters approximating a "pole-zero" structure, giving

q-l L
,~ (11) == 2: bk (11 )S(11 - k) + 2: ak (11 )r (11 - k )

k=O k=l

A block diagram of such a predictor is given in figure l(b).

(1.4)

It should be noted that this problem is different from that of infinite impulse response

or IIR adaptive filtering. In IIR adaptive filtering the output f(n) of the adaptive filter is fed

back to its input, where it is recursively filtered along with the system input S (11). This

causes the resulting error surface of the IIR filter to be multi-modal (i.e., higher order than

quadratic) which complicates the analysis and convergence issues [10,12]. The adaptive

structure under investigation in this paper consists of two complex fast least squares FIR

filters, one operating on the systems input S (n ) and the other operating on the previous sys-

terns output r (1l -1).
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One approach to formulnting this pole-zero predictor for systems identification could be

the use of a multichannel FTF. Multichannel methods [6] have been derived for predicting

multiple desired signals (which now become desired vector sequences) based upon collec

tions of FTF "matrices" operating on multiple data vector sequences; i.e.. the multiple data

channels. This type of approach could be used for the pole-zero problem previously

described since the system input 5 (11) and previous output r (11 -1) could be assigned to two

data channels of input signals. However, one limitation of this approach is that derivations

done thus far [6,8] require the FTF predictors in each channel to be the same order. A simi

lar restriction was required on an ARMA-tyTpe predictor configured in a lattice form by Morf,

et al [11].

In general there is no physical reason to necessarily expect the true zero order, q" and

the true pole order, p '; to be equal. Therefore, it would be very desirable to derive an LS

pole-zero predictor having the flexibility of differing orders p and q. To date no work has

appeared applying the vector space approach to the case of identification for complex, time

varying systems of arbitrary pole-zero order. The work in this paper addresses this problem

and derives an adaptive least squares structure having these desired properties. The tech

niques developed in this paper have such a flexibility of arbitrary orders p anti q, plus being

able to track the time-varying nature of the system. Additionally, the techniques to be

developed in this paper are applicable to complex-valued signals and systems. As such, the

methods of this paper extends the work in [19] which addressed only the case of stationary

real data. The algorithms developed in this paper can be applied immediatelv to such

diverse areas as passband data echo cancellation, channel equalization. and target identifica-

tion and tracking for active sonar and radar.
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TIle body of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates complex, time-

varying pole-zero system identification as a least squares prediction problem. Section 3 then

investigates the projection matrix and transversal filter operators and discusses some of their

properties. Sections 4 and 5 then give the main results of this paper which is the derivation

of the algorithm using vector space concepts. Finally, Section 6 discusses implementation

considerations and areas for future research.

2. LEAST SQUARES FORMULATION

The derivation of the time-varying, complex, pole-zero fast RLS adaptive filter will be

done using a vector space approach. This approach has been used for joint process

transversal estimation [7], multichannel transversal filtering [8], and' fast lattice filters [1].

However, no work to date has used the vector space approach for arbitrary pole and zero

orders in the complex, time-varying case. The techniques presented in this paper address

this problem. Moreover, the vector space approach provides an intuitive geometrical under-

standing for the filter derivation. For a tutorial article on this approach the reader is

directed to [13] and more detailed developments are available in [7,17].

The required signal vectors may be determined by referring to figure l(b). For complex

data the linear LS filter minimizes the error measure [4]

n

E(11) = 2: An - i e"(i In )e(i III )
,. =1

(2.1)

where e (i 111) is the error in predicting (or estimating) the i th signal sample using the filter

computed at time 11, and A < 1 is the exponential weighting factor which more heavily

weighs recent data. The symbol "*" denotes complex conjugation. The error is given by

e(iln) == r(i) - f(iln) (2.2)

where f (i 111) is the prediction of r (i). The specific form of the predictor will be discussed

directly. Assuming that computation begins at time 1 and all signal values are zero prior to
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this time then (2.1) can be rewritten as

e(ll) = [f1(1l )e(1l )]H!1(1l )e(ll)

where e(n) is the n -component vector of errors,

(2.3)

e(n) = [e(lll1), . · · ,e(1l-1111),e(n 11l)]T , (2.4)

H denotes the conjugate transpose (or Hermitian transpose) operation, anti T denotes the

simple transpose. The n x 11 diagonal matrix f!(1l) has elements which are the square roots

of the 'Art -t :

(2.5)

Equation (2.3) is expressed in the very important form of an inner product in a linear

vector space. This inner product has the interpretation of a 'length" operation and can be

defined for general vectors u, v, and real diagonal weighting matrix n by

<U,V>n == (nu)H Dv == uH n2v

From (2.3) this notation immediately produces

e(n) = <e(ll),e(Il»!l

A notation which will be very useful in the work to follow is to define

(2.6)

(2.7)

U11(1l) == D(ll )u(ll ) (2.8)

That is, a vector u(n) premultiplied by the weighting matrix n(l1) produces the weighted

vector denoted by the subscript!1. For example, en(n) == D(ll )e(Il). This provides the alter-

nate inner product definition for E(l1):

(2.9)

For the identification of a pole-zero system as shown in figure l(b), the prediction

i~ (i In) becomes

q-l L
P(i Ill) == L bk (11 )5 (i -- k) + L ak (11 )r (i - k) (2.10)

k=O k=l

Note that the system output in (2.10) must be delayed by at least one sample to be used in
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the prediction of r (11). Therefore, define the delayed signal Y (u ) as

tf(l1) = r(n-l) (2.11)

This substitution (2.11) will simplify the derivation of the LS algorithm and cause no loss of

generality. Next, define n-component vectors of system inputs and outputs by

5(11) = [5(1), ... , s(12-1), s(Il)]T (2.12a)

y(n) = [y(l), · .. ,y(n -I), y(n)]T (2.12b)

Additionally, define the shift operator z -k such that the 11 component vector z -kv(n) is

z-kv(n) = [0,· .. ,0, v(l),· .. , v(n-k)]T (2.13)

TIle first non-zero element of z -kv(n) is v (1), which appears in the k th component, Using

the definitions (2.11)-(2.13) it is straightforward to show that the entire error vector in (2.4)

may be written as

p-l q-l
e(ll) = r(n) - 2: z -k y(n )ak (11) - 2: Z-k s(1l )bk (n ) (2.14)

k=O k=O

This expression is easily obtained by using (2.2) and (2.10) for each scalar error e (i 171) and

then using (2.11), (2.12) to form the resulting vectors. To simplify this expression define

SO,q-l(ll) as the 1'1 xq matrix of input data

S0,'1- 1(It) = [S(It), Z-1 s(11), · · · , :: - ('1 -l)s( 11 ) ]

and YO,p - l (1l ) as the n xp matrix of systems output data

(2.15)

YO,p-1(n) = [Y(ll)/ z-ly(n), ... ,z-(I'-l)y(n)] (2.16)

The indices on these matrices correspond to the amount of "shift" in each column vector.

These definitions allow the error to be written as

e(ll) = r(n) - [Y O,I'-l(l1) SO,Q-1(1l)] [:~::~ 1 (2.17)

where a(n) and b(n) are the vectors of the ak(ll) and bk(ll ), respectively. The weighted error

vector is easily seen from (2.17) to be given by



n(1l )e(l1) = n(11 )r(l1) - .0(11) [YO,P-1(11) SO,Q-1(11)] [:~::~]
Using the general substitution (2.8) in (2.18) then gives

en(ll) = rn(tz) - [n(Il)YO,I'_l(ll) .o(Il)SO,Q_1(1l)] [:~::~]
Finally, let L = P+q and define the partitioned input/output data matrix as Xo(Il):

x 0(11) = [.0(11 )Yo,/I - 1(11 ) n(11 )5O,q -1 (11) ]

and define the L component LS filter vector wL (u ) as

7

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)

wdn ) = [:~:n (2.21)

Using (2.20) and (2.21) in (2.19) now provides a compact form for the weighted error vector

en(l1) = ru(n) - i!l(n)

where In(71) is the linear prediction of the system output

(2.22a)

i!1(11) = X ain )WL (1l ) (2.22b)

Referring to (2.22) it is easy to see that i!l(l1) is a linear combination of the columns of X O(l1 )

and therefore lies in the column space of Xo(n). This will be very important for formulating

the vector space approach to the LS problem.

The preceding has formulated the identification of the complex, pole/zero, time varying

system as the following LS problem: minimize the norm (or length) squared of the

weighted error vector e11(11),

e(n) = < en(1l ),en{l1» (2.9)

subject to the constraint of the linear prediction form r!l(ll) from (2.22). TIle solution to this

problem is based on the projection theorem [7,14,15] which states that the error vector must be

orthogonal to the vector space spanned by the columns of the X0(11) rna trix. This requires

that the inner product of e11(1l) with each column of XO(l1 ) must be zero. Referring to (2.15)

and (2.16) this gives the requirements
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(2.23a)

<z -k Y11(n ),en(l1» = 0, O~k ~p -1 (2.23b)

Using (2.22) in (2.23) and grouping the results using (2.20) then leads to t11€ important nor-

mal equations:

<Xo(ll ),X o(1l »wL (11) = <Xo(1l ),rr}(ll» (2.24)

For the present assume the L x L matrix <Xo(1l ),X o(Il » has full rank. Thus, from (2.24)

WL(11) = < X 0(11 ),X0(11 » -1 < X 0(11 ),rn(ll». (2.25)

For example, the current time 11 prediction of the scalar systems output r (11 ) would be given

by

f(nlll) = w[(ll)xL(Il)

where xL (n) is the L -length vector of data,

XL (11) = [y (11 ), . . . , y (1l - P+ 1)I S(11 ), . . . , S(11 - q + 1)]T

(2.26)

(2.27)

The least squares systems identification problem is thus to find the vector wL (n ) of

filter coefficients, since this vector will converge to the set of unknown system coefficients.

However, the block oriented matrix approach of (2.24) requires at least 0 (L2) operations to

solve the normal equations (2.24). Clearly, this is an improbable approach if the system is

time-varying and tracking of the system is required. The recursive method to be derived in

the next section overcomes these difficulties and provides a technique for computing wL (11)

from a knowledge of w L (n -1) using only 0 (L) operations per update.

3. PROJECTION MATRIX AND TRANSVERSAL FILTER OPERATOR

Notice that (2.22b) and (2.25) allow the prediction f11(1l) to be written as

(3.1)

where P0(11) is the 11 x 11 matrix

(3.2)
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Since (2.19) showed that f!l(ll) is in the column sliace of X0(11) then P o(n) has the following

interpretation: P 0(11) operating on allY vector v produces the component of v in tIle column

space of X O(I1 ) . Stated another way, P o(ll )v produces the projection of v onto {Xo(n)}, the

data subspace spanned by the columns of Xo(n). Brackets around a matrix (or vector) will

be used to denote the associated vector space. In this paper a linear vector space {V} is the

set of all vectors v such that v is a linear combination of the basis vectors Vk; that is,

L

{V} = {v I v = L (Xkvk}
k =1

(3.3)

where the Ctk are scalar weights. For a rigorous examination of vector spaces the reader is

directed to [15,16]. TIle advantage of formulating RLS identification as a vector space optim-

ization is that the columns of the matrix X o(ll ) may be used directly as the basis vectors of

the data subspace {Xo(1l )}. In this manner the least squares solution is optimized to the

exact set of acquired data (as represented in the columns of X 0(11 ». This suggests that the

WL (n) filter coefficients are the "optimal" weightings on the basis vectors of {Xo(n)} to pro-

duce the LS prediction 1!1(1l)·

Using these geometrical concepts it is easy to see that the minimum length error vector

e11(1l) is that vector which is orthogonal to the data subspace {XO(l1)} as shown in figure 2.

Ma thema tically,

1en(n) == Po (11 )rn(n) ,

where P5(1l) is the orthogonal projection matrix

(3.4)

P5(n) = I - Po(ll ) . (3.5)

For any vector V, the operation P O(I1)V provides the component of V in {XO(II )} and P 5(II)v

gives the component orthogonal to {XO(II)}. This leads to the following orthogonal decom-

position of ro(11) with respect to {Xo(ll )}:
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(3.6)

or using (3.1) and (3.4)

(3.7)

The preceding has discussed the estimate f11(11 ) in terms of the vector space {Xo(n )}.

Since in systems identification the immediate interest is in wL (11), it is necessary to next

determine the interpretation and computation of w L (n ) in the vector space approach. This

problem is simplified l'1Y defining the transversal filter operator Ko(ll ) as the L x 11 matrix

Ko(n) = <Xo(ll),Xo(ll»-lX~(ll)

which from (2.22) and (3.2) allows the LS filter wL (11) to be written as

(3.8)

WL(11) == K o(1l )r11(n ) (3.9)

In (3.8) the subscript "0" and the time argurnent "n" denote that the operator is computed

using Xo(ll ). Thus, (3.9) in words has the interpretation "wL (n ) is the optimal (LS) predictor

for the vector r11(n) using the subspace {X o(1l )}". Since (3.9) is valid for lime 11 it is also valid

for 11 -1:

W L (11 -1) = KO( l1 -1)r11(n -1) (3.10)

Therefore, from (3.9) and (3.10) the recursive LS problem of computing wL(n) from

WL (11 -1) is very clear. Since

[
Alhrn(11 - 1)1

( ) (3.11)
r 11 11 == r (11 ) ,

then r!!(ll) is known at time 11 and the LS problem consists of updating the transversal filter

operator from K U( 11 -1) to K O(11).

In summary of the procedure thus far, the systems identification problem "vas first for-

mulated in the appropriate linear vector space. Then the concept of projecting a vector onto

a subspace and the required transversal filter implementation led to the transversal filter

operator. Last, recursive updating required that K u(ll) be computed from K o(1l -1). With
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the preceding as background, the derivation of the complex pole/zero algorithm proceeds in

the next section.

4. WEIGHT VECTOR UPDATE

The derivation of the fast algorithm requires the concept of the 11 component unit time

vector

n(ll) = [0,0, ... O,l]T (4.1)

sometimes also called the pinning vector [6] or the time annihilation vector [1]. Updating

the transversal filter operator is done by creating the appended vector space {X o(ll ),'TT'(Il)}

and finding the transversal filter operator for the appended space. One outcome of this

approach is that the required relation between Ko(n) and K O(l1 -1) results. To derive this

relation and other results to come, three vector space recursions will be very useful. These

recursions are well-established and the reader is directed to [6,7,18] for their derivations.

First, the projection matrix update for a general appended subspace {U, V} is

Puv = Pu + pJV<pJV,pJV>-lVHPG (4.2a)

The updated projection matrix is independent of whether the new information in V is

appended at the left or right (i.e., VU or UV). However, since the transversal filter opera-

tor orders the resulting LS filter coefficients the order of V and II does make a difference in

computing the transversal filter operator. In general, Kuv*Kvu and both updates are

needed in the 'ensuing derivation. These updates are [6,7]

Kvu [:ul + [_:uvl<p~V,PGV>-lVHPu (4.2b)

Kuv = [K~ 1+ [-~UV]<PGV,P6V>-lVHPU (4.2c)

The dimension of the lower partition elements in (4.2b) and (4.2c) must be compatible with

the dimension of V. Additionally, an inner product update needed later is given by



<z,ptvY> = <z,pty> + <Z,ptV><ptv,ptV>-l<v,pty>

Other useful properties which are easily verified are
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(4.2d)

(4.5)

PwPw =: Pw , KwPw =: Kw (4.3)

where W is any general matrix. Thus, letting II = Xo(n), V = 7r(11) in (4.2c) and using

(4.3):

KO.n(/l) = [K~~~l)] + [-KO('~)1T(II) ] <1T(Il),P5(fl)1T(II»-11TT(Il)P5(1l)· (4.4)

where from (3.8) KO,n(l1 ) is given by substituting the appended matrix [X o(1l ),1T(n)] for

X o(ll ). However, KO,n(ll ) may be decomposed as [6,7]

[
KO( ll -1) On]

Ko (11) = or
,'Tt' Z 1

where Ko(n -1) is the L x (n -1) matrix defining the transversal filter operator at time n-1

and zT is an (n -l)X 1 vector not specifically needed in the ensuing computation. Postmulti-

plying (4.4) by r!l(n) from (3.11), using (4.5) and keeping the top partition of (4.4) then gives

(4.6)

where gL (11) is the LxI vector

(4.7)

and "YL (11 ) is the real scalar

(4.8)

The vector gL (n ) is the important LS gain vector, and (4.7) gives it the geometrical

interpretation of "the optimal (LS) prediction of 11'(11) using the data matrix Xo(1l )". TIle

scalar "YL (11) is related to the "angular change" between the data subspaces at time n -1 and

time 11. It is straightforward using (4.7) and (4.8) to show that -VL (11) has the alternate form

"YL(Il) = 1 - g[(ll)XL(ll) (4.9)

where xL (u ) is the data vector defined in (2.27). Next, using (3.4) and (3.9) ill (4.6) provides
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W (11) = A~ (11-1) + e(llln) ()
L L ( ) s, 11 (4.10)

~L 11

where from (3.4) the scalar e (I! II!) is the I! th component of the error vector en(I!), given by

e(IlI11) = d(ll) - X[(l1)WL(ll)

Substituting (4.10) into (4.11) and using (4.9) then provides the relation

e(1l 111) = ~L (11 )e(1l 111 - 1)

where e (n 111 -1) is the "a priori" error

e(nln-1) = d(n) - A~~[(n)wL(11-1)

Using (4.12) and (4.13) in (4.10) then gives the desired update

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

WL (n) = A~\vL (11 -1) + e (11 In -l)gL (11 ) (4.14)

The recursion (4.14) states that the "new" L-component LS predictor is the "old" predictor

W L (11 -1) plus a correction vector. The recursion (4.14) demonstrates that the gain vector

must be computed in order to update the LS predictor. The remainder of the derivation for

the time-varying, complex, pole-zero system identification method thus consists of determin-

ing the update for the unknown gain gL(n) on the right hand side of (4.14).

5. GAIN VECTOR UPDATE

The gain vector update for gL (n ) is most easily derived by considering two different

partitions of the (L+2)Xll data matrix X(11), where

X(Il) = fl(l1) [Yo,p(l!) 50,q(I1 ) ] (5.1)

The X(ll) matrix has added the vectors ;:-"y(n) and :-tJ S(I1 ) to the XO(I1 ) matrix. The bene-

fit of X(Jl) can be seen by considering X 1(1l ), the matrix of delayed data,

X1(11 ) = fl(l!) [Y 1,p(l1 ) 51,'1(11) 1

It is straightforward to show that

(5.2)
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X1(1l ) = [XO(/~ -1)]
K 1(1l) = [OL Ko(ll -1) ] (S.3b)

Thus X (11) incorporates basis vectors from both the present data subspace {X0(1l)} and the

immediately past subspace {Xo(1t - l )} = {X 1(n )}. Since {X(ll)} has L+2 basis vectors then

the projection of 7T(Il) onto {X (1l)} will result in gL+2(11), the (L +2)-length LS predictor of

1T(n). One consideration is that (4.2b) for updating will require partitioning {X (1l)} in terms

of X 1(11 ) in order to compute gL+2(11) in terms of gL(Il-1). However, recall from (4.10) that

there is a one-to-one correspondence between gL(11) and wL (11); that is, the i th gain com-

ponent, gi(11), is used to update the i th weight, to, (n), in (4.10). Similarly, gL +2(11) will pro-

vide a one-to-one correspondence with the components. of wL +'2(11). One present inconveni-

ence is that X (11) does not immediately lend itself to such an obvious partitioning. This is

seen by observing that

To use (4.2b) or (4.2c) requires that the "new" or "old" basis vectors be partitioned as a con-

tiguous block within the Xo(n) or Xl (n) matrices. This can be done quite easily by defining

the 11 x 1l orthogonal permutation matrices Qf and Qlu such that

X (12)Q f == [xo(ll ) x,(11)]

X(n)Qh = [Xo(n) X,J,q(ll)]

where xo(ll ) is the n x 2 matrix of data vectors adlied at time 11,

Xo(ll) == [Y(Il) S(I1)]

(5.4)

(5.5)

(5.6)

and Xp,q (11) is the 11 x 2 matrix of data vectors which will be deleted from the time 11 predic-

tion:

X",q{ll) == [z-"y(ll) z-tJs(n)] (5.7)

These permutation matrices now partition the columns of X (11) such that (4.2b) call be used
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for the update. Since Q1 and Qb are orthogonal it follows that

Q, QJ = I, Q1JQl" = I (5.8)

One consideration is that this permutation alters the ordering of the resulting gain vector

components. However, the correct ordering may easily be restored, as shown below.

The objective of the current section is to use (4.2b) so that gL (n -1) appears on the right

hand side of the resulting expression. This is done by substituting LI = X1(n), V = xo(ll ),

and W = 11"(11) in (4.2b) and using (5.3):

gL +2(11) = ••-1)1+ [-K l~~,x):O(1l ) ] <xo(n ),P t(n )xo(n» -1xJ1(1l )P t(1l )1T(n) (5.9)

Using (5.4) and (5.8) it may be shown that the needed (L +2)-length gain vector gL +2(11) and

the resul t of (5.9) are rela ted by

(5.10)

In (5.9) the previous gain vector gL (11 -1) now appears on the right hand side. To sim

plify the other terms note that the 11 x 2 matrix P t(1l )xo(n) has components which are simply

the errors in predicting y(n) and 5(11) using the data matrix Xl (11). Since the basis vectors of

{X1(n)} are delayed with respect to y(n) and 5(11) then this is a [orioard prediction. Let ef (11 )

denote the resulting forward error matrix

1e f (11) = P1 tn )Xo(11) = Xo(n ) - X 1(11 )F(1l ) (5.11)

where F (n ) is the L x 2 forward prediction filter matrix. Since F (n ) is a least squares filter,

then in a manner analogous to (3.9) it may be defined in terms of a transversal filter opera-

tor for Xl (11 ) and the desired signal xo(ll ):

F (11) = K 1in )xo(ll)

Finally, define the 2x2 forward error residual matrix R, (11) by

R f (ll ) = <ef(11),ef(1l»

Therefore, using the substitutions (5.11)-(5.13) in (5.9) gives

(5.12)

(5.13)
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f _ [ 0 ] [I 2 X2
] -1 * I (5 14)gL+2(1l) - gdll - 1) + -F(II) Rf (lI)e,(1l 11) •

where er(nlll) is the 2xl vector of the current time errors and ,'*" denotes its conjugate:

ef(1l11l) = <e,.(l1),1T(ll» (5.15)

Using a similar approach with (4.2c) and the substitutions U = Xo(n), V = xp ,q (1'1) and

W = 1T(11), the following result (after some simplification) is obtained:

g£+2(1I) = [gL~")] + [-I~;~) ]R/,-1(Il)e1: (Il II1 ) = [j(~l:1 (5.16)

Partitioning gt+2(fl) in (5.16) into the LxI vector f L(Il ) and the zx i vector f(ll) will be very

helpful in deriving the computational form for the updates. In deriving (5.16) the following

definitions have been used: the filter B(11) is the L x 2 LS backward filter matrix for predict-

ing xp .q (11) using XO(l1 ); the 11 x 2 matrix eb (n Ill) is the matrix of backward prediction errors,

e/J(II) = P~(ll)xl',q(ll) = XI',q(l1) - Xo(n )B(ll )

and e/7 (11 111) is the 2 x 1 vector of curren t error values

e1: (11 111) = < eb (11 ),1r (11 )>

Also in (5.16) R[J (11) is the 2 x 2 matrix of backward error residuals

(5.17)

(5.18)

R/J(Il) = <e/,(Il),eb(n» (5.19)

The important point to note from (5.16) is that the necessary gain update gL(11) now appears

on the right hand side. Furthermore, it is easily shown that the results of (5.14) and (5.16)

are related by

gt+2(11) = Q;;QfgL-+-2(1l) (5.20)

The relations in (5.20) are no more than a re-ordering of the g[ +2(17) coefficients, Thus, if

gL+2(1l) can be calculated then fL (l1 ) and f(n) are known and gt+2(1l) can be calculated.

Furthermore, (5.16) gives the useful relation

(5.21)
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Therefore, the immediate interest is in computing gL+2(n ) in (5.14).

FORWARD FILTER UPDATES

Returning to (5.14) it is seen that three parameters - F(Il), Rr (Il ), er(lllll) - must be

updated to compute g[ +2(11). In order to update F (11), from (5.12) F (n) is seen to be an LS

filter. Therefore, (4.2c) may be used to compute its update by making the substitutions

U=X 1(n ), V=1T(ll), and W=xo(ll) in (4.2c). The top partition of the resulting· expression

gives

A\~F (n -1) = F(11) - gdl1 -1)< 1T(11 ),Ft(11» -IeJ(11 \/1) (5.22)

where (4.10) and (5.12) have also been used. It is straightforward using (4.9) to show that

'Yd 11 - 1) = < 1T (11 ),Fh11 )1T (11 )> (5.23)

where -VL (u ) is the angle parameter defined by (4.8). Thus, rearranging (5.22) provides the

update for F (1l ):

g (n -1 )eT(l1 111 )
F(11) = AI~F (11 - 1) + L ( • I 1)

~L 11-
(5.24)

Next, the ef(l1 In) update may be obtained by substituting (3.24) into (5.11) and simpli-

fying. This provides

(5.25)

where

er(IlIIl-1) = xo(ll) - A'~FT(/1-1)xdll-l) (5.26)

is the zx 1 error vector produced by predicting the new data samples at time n using the

forward filter available at time 11 -1. Then using (4.9), the denominator of (5.25) may l'e

simplified, giving

ef(nlll) = 'Ydll-1)cf(lIb1-1) (5.27)

which completes the update for er(11 111). Note that (5.27) can now be used to compute



(5.28)
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ef (11 In) prior to using (5.24).

Finally in this section the matrix R f (11 ) is updated by substituting Z=W==xo(n),

U=X 1(lZ), and V=1T(n) in (4.2d). Doing this and simplifying gives

et(11 111 )e[(n III)
Rf(lI) = ARf (I1 - 1) + "Yd

l1
- 1)

Equation (5.28) defines the residual matrix in terms of the current forward error matrix

ef (11 Ill), which has been previously computed by (5.27).

BACKWARD FILTER UPDATES

Examining the top partition in (5.16), the desired gain gL(11) is seen to be given by

gL(l1) == f L(I1 ) + B(11)f{l1} (5.29)

where (5.21) has also been used. All quantities in (5.29) are known at this time except B (11)

which must be updated. It is straightforward to show that using (4.2c) with U == X o(Il ), V

= 1T(n), and postmultiplying by Xp,q (n) leads to

gL(n)
B (II) = A'hB (It -1) + () e;;(ltllt) (5.30)

~L 11

Comparing (5.29) and (5.30) it is seen that gL(11) and B(11) are defined in terms of aIle

another and therefore (5.29) can not be used in its present form. This is resolved by substi-

tuting (5.30) for B (n ) in (5.29) after the eb (11 111) and 'YL (n ) updates have been derived.

To derive the e17 (12 Ill) update, take the transpose of (5.30), postmultiply by XL(u ) from

(2.27), and subtract the result from x" ,'1 (n ), where

_ T
xp ,'1 (11) - [y (11 - P), S(11 - q)]

is the 2xl vector containing the last two elements of Xp,q(ll). After simplifying the result,

this process leads to

(5.31 )

where, similar to er(llI1l-1),



el, (It In -1) = xI' ,q (II) - A\28 T (n -l)xdn)

To update "Yd") first recognize that, analogous to (4.9), "YL+Z(Il) is defined by

~L+2(1l) == 1 - X[+2(fl)gL+Z(1l)

Next, note tha t the L +2 length vector xL+2(11) can be partitioned in two ways:

[

X 0(11 ) j
xL+2(1I) = Qf xdll-1)

[

XL (1l) ]
xL +2(n) = Q[l xp,q(n)

Using (S.34a), (5.10), and (5.14) in (5.33) then leads to

"YL +2(11) = "Ydn -1) - eT(lI IIl)Rf- \I! )e; (11 In)

from which using (5.27) gives

"YL +2(n) = [1 - eJ(l1 111 -l)R f- 1(11 )ei(11 II! )hdn -1)

Then using (S.34b) in (5.33) provides

~L+2(11) = -yL(11) - el;-(ll 111 )RlJ-l (11 )e/; (1l In)

from which using (5.31) and (5.21) gives
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(5.32)

(5.33)

(5.34a)

(5.34b)

(5.35)

(5.36)

(5.37)

-YL(n) = [1 - el~(1l11l-1)f(1l)]-1-YL+2(1l) (5.38)

Equations (5.36) and (5.38) thus provide a two step method for updating -YL (11) from

At this point it is now simple to derive the update for gL (n ). Substitute (5.30) and

(5.31) into (5.29) and then use (5.38) in the simplification, obtaining

(5.39)

With (5.39), the derivation of all the relations needed for the complete complex. time-

varying, pole-zero systems identification algorithm has been completed. For convenience,

the complete set of recursions is listed in Table I, together with a simple initialization

scheme. This initialization is very simple computationally, but does perturb the computed
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solution slightly from the true LS solution during start-up. However, this effect diminishes

rapidly as a few samples are acquired. It should be mentioned that the initialization of

recursive LS filters is still an active area of research [6,14].

6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This }.1aper has presented a derivation using geometrical methods of a fast pole-zero

identification algorithm for complex, time-varying systems. Currently, research is being

conducted on analytically determining the ability of the method to track the changing sys

tems parameters. One important topic being investigated concerns the relative sensitivity of

the method to perturbations in the AR and MA parameters separately.

Additionally, there are several questions remaining concerning the numerical stability

(i. e., the finite precision arithmetic effects) of the pole-zero algorithm, since many of the

so-called "fast" algorithms have tended toward numerical instability. Work is currently

proceeding to theoretically analyze these numerical effects for the fast, complex, pole-zero

time-varying algorithm, In fact, the entire area of numerical effects for adaptive filters is

currently an important and active research area for many adaptive methods, as pointed out

in the excellent survey article by Cioffi [20].
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